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Summary 

• The UN, Scotland and Scotch Whisky Association carbon aspirations all aim to deliver an 80% carbon reduction by 2050. 

• The Energy Trilemma: How do you achieve carbon reduction whilst maintaining continuity of energy supply at an acceptable cost? 

• Electricity certainty and fuel uncertainty. An energy system evolution is happening that moves away from the known centralised grid model to a distributed    

energy model built around flexible integrated energy national grids and local networks. 

• Low Carbon Transition will require a combination of energy minimisation, the reduction / replacement of fossil fuels and the decarbonisation of electricity. 

...of fossil fuels are unburnable without CCS 

...carbon reduction targets for electricity and heat by 2050 

...of energy is not used by industry. Distillers compete with other users 

...of energy in a distillery is heat with majority still supplied by fossil fuel 

...opportunity to reduce distillation energy versus a theoretical minimum 

Transformational  

change in 33 years. 

That’s not a long time! 

Over 65% of Heat energy in a 
distillery is for distillation. 
Thus the main focus for     
energy minimisation should 
be the distillation process.   

Pale Blue Dot Energy has developed GreenStills, a patent pending 
technology to reduce energy use in distillation by more than a third. 
GreenStills technology contributes to the low carbon solution by ena-
bling a step change in the efficiency of the distillation process. At the 
same time, GreenStills enables a move away from steam and effective 
integration and storage of a range of renewable energy for heating 
thus creating a triple benefit of: reduced energy usage/cost, improved 
security of energy supply, and carbon reduction through energy minimi-
sation and the use of renewables. Aspects of the technology are appli-
cable beyond the distilling sector. Scottish Enterprise SMART grant 
funding has been secured by Pale Blue Dot Energy to deliver a Proof 
of Concept Trial with a Distiller in 2017.  

COP21 & UN Aspiration 

• Limit global temperature increase to <2
o
C. Needs 80% of known fossil fuel re-

serves to stay in the ground of have Carbon Capture & Storage (CCS) 

Scottish Government Aspirations 

• 100% renewable electricity by 2020 (2016 = 53.8%) 

• 11% renewable heat by 2020 (2015 = 5.3%). 80% by 2050 

Scotch Whisky Association (SWA) Aspiration 

• By 2020, 20% (2015 17%) of primary energy require-
ments derived from non-fossil fuel sources, rising to 
80% by 2050 

Big questions 

• Carbon reduction versus Supply & Price? 

• Electricity certainty and Fuel (heat) uncertainty? 

• Distributed generation & grid, intermittency & storage? 

• Biomass sustainability plus land requirements & use? 

Energy system evolution for distilling: 

• An energy evolution requires energy minimisation and man-
agement of competing forces seeking low carbon solutions.  

• Distilling energy is 20% Electricity : 80% Heat. Majority of latter 
is currently fossil fuel. An 80% renewable energy target in      
effect means no direct combustion of fossil fuel. 

• Bioenergy is a limited resource. Is biomass sustainable? 

• Distilling is competing with other transport & heat users 

• Energy system will evolve from centralised fossil fuel and nu-
clear to decentralised renewables. Intermittency and storage? 

• Hydrogen will become an important intermediary 

• Energy systems will be much more complex and diverse than 
they used to be. Regional “Energy Vector” solutions will evolve. 

• “Unburnable carbon” and shale gas are elephants in the room 

• Distillers are geographically challenged. Grid reinforcement? 

Low Carbon Transition 

Delivering a plan for low 
carbon and energy cost 
saving for your organisa-
tion via an integrated   
approach.  

 

 

Complete a Carbon     
Map and an Energy     
Map for the operation.   
Develop a long term    
transition strategy and  

implementations plans that 
engage the organisation. 

Driven by a complex mix of market dynamics and climate 
change regulations the energy sector both in the UK and 
globally is evolving rapidly. A low carbon transition is  
underway involving a move away from the unabated 
combustion of fossil fuels to a future involving an      
energy mix underpinned by nuclear & renewables. The 
UK’s Climate Change Act 2008 stipulates a duty to 
avoid dangerous climate change by ensuring the net 

UK carbon account by 2050 is at least 80% lower than a 
1990 baseline. The SWA and several distilling compa-

nies have also adopted the same 2050 80% target within 
their environmental strategies. Targets imply that within two 

generations the direct combustion of fossil fuels without     
carbon abatement will not be possible. The implications for   

Distilling of the current Energy Evolution and the Transition to a 
Low Carbon Future are briefly reviewed and an overview of Pale 
Blue Dot Energy’s GreenStills technology is provided. 

The Energy Evolution and the Transition to a  

Low Carbon Future for Distilling 

The future will see 
an evolution of both 
the Electric and 
Gas Grid systems 
driven by a move 
from large  
centralised supply 
sources and  
generation points 
to a complex mix of 
decentralised  
generation of both 
electricity and gas.   

By 2035, The UK’s Department of Energy & Climate Change envisaged fossil fuel, enabled by CCS, to only make up 20% of the UK’s power generation with 40% 
being supplied by nuclear and 40% by renewables. Electricity only makes up 21% of Scotland’s total energy whilst the demand with fuel in the form of heat and 
transport makes up the remaining 55% and 24% respectively. Typically the demand for electricity is stable across the year whilst the demand for heat is highly  
seasonal resulting is significant demand on fuel infrastructure during winter months. Finally, the winter heat peak is further exacerbated by two peaks within a daily 
heat demand profile. If the whole of the UK were to switch most of its energy demand to renewable electricity the electricity grid would require major investment to 
reinforce the network to cater for a threefold increase in load, intermittency of supply and the double impact of seasonal and daily variations of heat demand. So, a 
100% move to all energy being supplied to end users as green electricity is very unlikely. 
 
Typically, a distillery’s energy demand is split 20% electricity and 80% heat. In Scotland, the heat is predominantly fuelled by oil & gas. Roughly, the steam use in a 
distillery is split 10% for Mashing and 90% for Distillation. Thus, to meet the 2050 carbon aspirations both the energy usage of distillation needs to come down and 
alternative ways of alcohol separation may be required. Natural gas is viewed as a fossil fuel bridge enabling the removal of coal from the energy mix as society 
finds ways to create a non-fossil fuel total energy mix by 2050, thus it is certain that alternative primary energy forms will be required. What will the latter be?       
Bioenergy, geothermal, renewable electricity, hydrogen via electrolysis, nuclear (either centralised or site based small modular reactors) or hydrogen / syngas via  
conversion of fossil fuel into separate clean fuel and carbon dioxide streams with the latter permanently stored underground (CCS)?  


